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Editorial
Welcome to the first NDLTC newsletter of 2019! This was supposed
to be the Winter edition, but its taken a bit longer than anticipated and
looking out of my window as I write this, it’s already looking like Spring!
Being British of course, we are probably already complaining about the
sun in our eyes as it emerges over Jack G’s house in the morning light…
well – it IS difficult to see the ball when you are on that side of the court
isn’t it?
Anyhow, thanks to a great newsletter support from Charlie, Lucy, Jo and Ian
P. We worked hard, drank lots of wine, unremittingly (and largely successfully)
harassed several of you to provide us with info and created this bumper edition,
full of interesting articles and updates including…
• New Starters – getting to know the new members and
welcoming them to our friendly club
• Your questions (sort of) answered
• Team update
• Tournament review
• Clubhouse latest
• Community update
• 2018 survey summary – what you told us!
• Interviews with Yen Lin & Laura – the yen (sic)
and yang of first serves…
As always, we love to get your feedback and ideas, so let us know what you would
like to see in future newsletters and we’ll make sure we include your ideas!

Here’s to a great tennis Spring!
Ian Hirst
ian@greenbankltd.com
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NDLTC Charity Mixed Davis Cup
Event
On Saturday 30th March, the Davis Cup will come to NDLTC with players
pledging their allegiance to one of eight nations for the day and competing for
the coveted Trophy.
The special charity event is the first of its kind at
the club and is open to all members. There will be
a mixture of singles (optional) and doubles with
teams competing against each other throughout
the afternoon. As well as competing for tennis
glory the teams will also try to impress with
native clothing and cuisine with prizes for the
best outfits and food offerings.  
As the day’s entertainment comes to a close,
the party will keep going into the evening where
teams are invited to perform a karaoke song in
the final contest of the day, with the other teams
judging the performances!

The tournament is almost full but a few spaces
still remain so if you’re interested in entering and
haven’t already done so, please email Ian Poole at
ianpoole_92@msn.com asap to secure your place.

The bar will be open throughout the day and
weather permitting a BBQ will be provided to
accompany the food brought by the teams.
As well as providing a brilliant day of
entertainment, the event will raise money for two
amazing charities:
The tournament will be £15 to enter with all
proceeds going to VICTA - a charity which
supports blind and partially sighted children and
young adults in the UK.

There will be a cake sale during the day and
raffle in the evening with all proceeds going to
Leukaemia UK - a charity which funds research
into all blood cancers and offers essential care
and facilities for blood cancer patients.
Non-players, including family and friends, are
encouraged to attend both during the day
and evening and get involved with the food,
entertainment and raffle with donations to
either/both charities greatly appreciated!

Mixed, equal teams will be decided before the
day with all players assigned to a nation so that
a captain can be appointed and teams can start
planning outfits, food, chants, celebrations, etc!   
It should be great fun….
Any questions, suggestions, raffle donations, cake
making offers 😊,  or  if  you  want  to  help  during  the 
day, please contact Ian Poole or Lucy Pickles

London Marathon
Both Ian and Lucy will also be running the London
Marathon on April 28t. Their JustGiving pages if you
would like to donate are as follows:
LUCY’S PAGE
https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/LucyPickles1
IAN’S PAGE
https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/Nora.Ian
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Team Update
A quick update on progress on our teams from
the captains. If any of you want to get involved,
then please contact either Karla or the team
captains directly. The teams are (mostly!)
decided on a meritocracy basis!
Surrey Men’s Doubles 1 – Gerry Howell
North Dulwich Men’s First Team finished the summer league
last year in first place by winning their last match on a
championship Tie Break.
The indomitable Howell Brothers bounced back from a set
and 5-2 down to take the second set 7-5 and then win the tie
break 12-10 - A dramatic end to a successful summer campaign
resulting in a well-deserved promotion.
This year, Lady Luck, who’d been so good to us over the
Summer, abandoned us in the Winter league which just finished
this month - once again it came down to the wire where a draw
would have been good enough to secure us a promotion but
alas it wasn’t to be. No drama, no championship tie-breaks; we
just got walloped by an awesome visiting team. You win some,
you lose some and sometimes it’s best to forget the score line
and just enjoy the sunshine...

Surrey Men’s Doubles 2 – Harry Collins
In the first summer season for North Dulwich 2, we finished
in 4th, although really equal 3rd as we had the same number
of points!  Hot out of the blocks we won our first match
(thanks to opponent injuries), drew two and lost one.
In the winter league we currently sit in 4th, having drawn
every match played to date! With two matches to play,
against sides sitting bottom of the table, hopefully we will
buck the trend and get to record some victories!
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Southwark Men’s Doubles – Chris Turnbull
Unlike the Surrey Men’s league where the competition is pretty fierce
and the testosterone flows freely, the Southwark league is a more
relaxed and inclusive - just like this picture of Chris. So if you can play to
a half-decent standard, then you will probably get a game! Chris’ report
below…
_____________________________________
Southwark league matches are played between five local clubs: Old
College, Southwark, Honor Oak and Edward Alleyns and ourselves.
The competition varies in strength - we tend to come within the top
three and two years ago we actually won the league; but our greatest
challenge is raising the teams to play.
Last summer we failed to play any matches at all and we desperately
need players to come forward. It’s all good fun, good practice to play new
players and interesting to see the other clubs. Don’t be shy, your club
needs you!

Surrey Women’s Doubles 1 - Kirsty
Sanders
Our women’s team has continued its winning
ways this season with 5 wins in 5 matches! This
means we have come top of our division and go
up two places for next winter’s season.
Congratulations and well done to all our players!
The summer season is due to kick off March/
April, so fingers crossed!

Email me to get on the team list.
chris@turnbullgrey.co.uk

Surrey Men’s Vets Doubles – Ian Hirst
In our over 55 team, we have foregone the competitive
/ meritocracy approach and the emphasis is on relaxed
fun, inclusivity and beer (mostly after the games with the
notable exception of Nigel’s “knee medicine”…)
So – everybody who meets our strict criteria – male, look
vaguely over 50 if you screw your eyes up and can find your
way to the club without wandering off and needing help
from social services WILL get a game with us during the
summer season which starts in April.
If you look about the right age, we have probably accosted
you already (apologies btw for those of you who we have
asked, only to be told you are still in your 40s thanks you
very much, but have just lived a hard life….) You know who
you are..
As well as the tennis bit, we also have an occasional get
together at the East Dulwich Tavern and have also formed a
new Mixed Vets Pub Quiz Team – as Yen Lin dryly put it “the
perfect blend of experience and experience”
The impact of this focus on camaraderie is that the results
can take a bit of a hit and we managed to be joint bottom of
the Vets Division 4 last year. The good news is that there
isn’t a Division 5, so only one way to go and we are looking
forward to increased success this year!
If you fancy joining in the fun let me know on
ian@greenbankltd.com
- OK – I’m off now to get my cataract sorted!  

Surrey Women’s Doubles 2 – Lisa Muten
Due to popular demand, we have started a second Surrey
Women’s team under the enthusiastic leadership of Lisa. Its
obviously early days, but Lisa has already pulled together a
strong and committed squad – so better put your hand up
quickly if you want to be considered!
We’ll ask her to report on progress next time!

Southwark Mixed Doubles – Laura Ansell
Last season was an exciting one for us - we just missed out
to Old College, who had a clean sweep of all competitions.  
We actually ended up with 6 points each but they shaded it
on sets won! Give me a shout if you are interested in being
part of the squad this spring/summer! laura.ansell@gmail.
com
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2018 Club
Championship
It seems a long time ago now but in October we held the Club Championship
finals day. This was the first year that as well as the Championship matches, we
ran a Plate competition for those that did not qualify for the knockout stages of
the Championship.
The weather beat us on the Saturday (being the only day of that week that hammered down with rain),
so we hastily rearranged for the Sunday – which luckily was glorious sunshine. Thank you to everyone
for rearranging and all bar-one match was played on the Sunday. Also thank you to everyone who came
down to support the players and the club. It was lovely to see so many people attend the event.
All the matches were competitive, and many went into 3 sets, the eventual winners were:

Championship Winners

Plate winners

Ladies’ singles: Jo Morris

Ladies’ singles: Alina Bontas

Men’s singles: Ian Poole

Men’s singles: Rob Vaughan

Ladies’ doubles: Laura Ansell and Jo Morris

Mixed doubles: Lisa Muten and Rob Vaughan

Men’s doubles: John Selby and Ian Poole

Men’s doubles: Gary Baker and Harry Collins

Mixed doubles: Laura Ansell and Paul Miles

Also special thanks should go to the people that helped the day run so smoothly:

The umpires: Mark Rusher, Linda Erwin, Kirsty Sanders and Peter Wright
The Barbecue man: Charley Doyle
The general helpers: Mark Rusher, Gary Baker and Kirsty Sanders
The court helpers: Tom Kendall, George Anderson and Paul Miles

For the 2019 Club Championships we have considered the feedback from participants and the wider
membership from the recent club membership survey and a few changes will be made. Look out for
info in the next few months!

Karla Pappon and Ben Harold
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Junior Update
There have been some extremely positive team
successes of late from last summer’s Aegon
Leagues which saw both the Red and Orange
teams win their divisions beating some notable
local competition like Wigmore and Old College.
Hiva captained the Reds and Andy McCulloch
the Orange teams.
To this weekend’s victorious pairing of Sam Crane and Lewis
Henderson who won their 11U Surrey Trophy League match
3:0 putting them in the final against Roehampton. Both Sam
and Lewis qualify for 10U so are playing up which makes it
even more of a feather in their cap. They were the successful
Orange team last summer and are hoping for repeat success
this.

Junior Finals 2018
Last years winners were…

Congratulations to all
involved from the team
captains, players and
supporting parents.

12U Girls
Winner – Fiona McLean
Runner up – May Kirk

This summer’s junior
captains are:

12U Boys

Red (mixed)

Winner – Ben Isaacs
Runner up – Ollie Crane

Hiva Callaghan

10U Girls

Orange (mixed)
James Bell

Winner – Frankie Coney
Runner up – Lottie Gane

Green boys

10U Boys

Andy McCulloch

Winner – Danny Marshall
Runner up – Gyles Bicknell

12U boys
Ian Irving

9U Orange
Winner – Sam Crane
Runner up – Gus Dutton

12U girls
Katherine McLean

8U Red
Winner – James Irving
Runner up – James Fletcher

We wish them all every
success!

6U Red
Winner – Laurie Dutton
Runner up – Thomas Monks
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Volunteering
Club members are always welcome to get involved in
volunteering to help improve and maintain the clubhouse
and grounds.
We also offer members the chance
to ‘adopt a flower bed’ which they
can maintain and keep looking great
throughout the season.

ADOPT A FLOWERBED
There are six flower beds in total that
can be adopted by our members to
look after.
These are:
1. The three rose beds behind
court 1 & 2
2. The beds along the outside wall
of the changing blocks
3. The large bed near the coaching
shed
4. The flower bed along the
entrance path

WORKING PARTIES
From time to time we set aside a
Saturday or Sunday for maintenance
work on the grounds/ clubhouse and
ask for members to give up a couple of
hours to come and help with painting/
gardening/paving /cleaning .   Our
motto is “Many hands make light
work” and on our last volunteer day
we made a big dent on painting the
facings ready to go on the outside of
the new coaches’ house. We did a lot
of sanding and filling on the doors/
windows on the clubhouse to prevent
rot and make ready for painting. If
you fancy yourself as a Barry Bucknell
or Bob the Builder then this is your
chance!
If DIY isn’t your thing but you see
yourself as a green fingered god or
goddess then your help would be
much appreciated and we’ll all admire
the fruits of your labour.

5. Bed to the side of courts 3 & 4
6. The bed to the back of courts 3 & 4
If you would like to help play a part in
keeping the club a wonderful place to
be – why not contact peter on
northdulwichtennis@yahoo.com
and book a bed now!

Any time you can spare will be put
to good use and will be very much
appreciated by Peter & Gary and all
using the clubhouse. Just turn up!

Next Working Party
Sunday 31st March
OVERALL VOLUNTEERING
OPPORTUNITIES
On our sparkling new website there
is an ongoing list of work to volunteer
against – have a look and help make a
difference!
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Dates for Your Diary
Comedy Night
Saturday 18th May
The next comedy night, hosted
by our own stand-up Gerry
Howell will be on Saturday
18th May at 7.30pm
Acts to be announced
– so watch this space!

Upcoming Events
Membership renewals - 30th March
The new membership year begins in 1 April and all members
will shortly receive emails from Grace with renewal notices.
We want to give you the chance to renew before opening up
to new membership applications - we are currently pretty
much at our target capacity, so please make sure you get in
quickly with your renewal!
Saturday 27th April
Wimbledon ticket draw
and Quiz Night
Saturday 18th May
Comedy Night
Saturday 1st June
1:00
American Tournament
Sunday 9th June
1:00
Junior Semi-finals Day
Sunday 16th June
AGM

Sunday 23rd June
Junior Finals Day

1:00

Sunday 7th July
Open Day
Saturday 17th August
American Tournament

11:00
1:00

Saturday 14th September 1:00
Club Championship Finals
+ Summer Party!

13:00

Thursday 20th June 9:00
Southwark Schools U11
Championships
North Dulwich Lawn Tennis Club Newsletter | March 2019
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Club Communications

Keeping the
communication going…
As you hopefully know, we believe that a great club is based on
open communication – so whether you just want to find people
to play tennis with or would like keep in touch generally with
the club, this is a quick ‘communications update’

‘Anyone for Tennis’
WhatsApp group
As 50 or so of you know, we have a lively WhatsApp group, which is used for
finding tennis partners, North Dulwich weather forecasts and helping Jack
recover various items of lost clothing amongst other things.
If you would like to join just contact Gary: northdulwichtennis@yahoo.com
and he will happily add you to the group.

10
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New Club Web Site
Thanks to some great work from Laura and Kat, we have a sparkling new website! At the time
of going to press, it was about to be launched – so keep your eyes open for it and have a look
and bookmark it You get easy access to the court booking system and there is a great video
of Tim Henman and Danny Sapsford at the club a few years ago before we renovated courts 3
and 4!
If you have any ideas for things you would like to be included, then please let Laura know at
laura.ansell@gmail.com

Newsletter Editorial Team
This time we had a committed group
of newshounds – Charlie, Jo, Lucy, Ian
P and myself to put this newsletter
together.

all nicely harassing various people to
provide us with info!
Let me know if you would like to help
out – ian@greenbankltd.com

We’d love you to join us next time – it
mostly involves a chat over a glass of
wine in East Dulwich, Charlie putting
together a spreadsheet and then us
North Dulwich Lawn Tennis Club Newsletter | March 2019
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Article by Jo Morrison

NDLTC in the Community
So what is the club doing to play its part in making the world a better place?
NDLTC - apart from being a lovely friendly club - is a potential excellent local
amenity that gives the opportunity to build relationships with the community and
transform lives – and we want to do more!
We have a history of working with local schools and local organisations such as
the U3A to put fitness, health and a positive attitude to sport top of the agenda.  

We also run the Southwark Schools Tournament – this year
the U9 event is on May 2nd

Charter School
The Charter School coaching programme, organised
by Karla, has been running for some time and is really
popular with around 50 children attending. The scheme
provides facilities for children who might not otherwise
have access to coaching and tennis courts. The value of this
confidence-building work with local youngsters can’t be
underestimated and the school is very enthusiastic about it.

12
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U3A (University of
the 3rd Age) Tennis
Morning
Allowing community groups to use the courts when the club
isn’t too busy makes great use of our facilities and Grace has set
up a popular Wednesday morning U3A group, allowing U3A
members to use our courts for a small fee.
By allowing people from different backgrounds to have access
to our facilities we are both promoting the game and providing
a valuable service to the community - encouraging older players
off the sofa and back to the court provides significant health
benefits for them and it’s a brilliant way to give something back
to the local community!

U3A TENNIS MORNING

MAKING OUR CLUBHOUSE GREEN

Building on this
We are though keen to do more and maximise use of the courts
during school hours. If you know of local state schools who
might be able to make use of the courts and coaching facilities,
then please contact Peter Wright on peter@rightcall.co.uk

An environmentally
friendly clubhouse
In addition to our work with schools - from an environmental
perspective the new clubhouse roof is a major step to making
the clubhouse an environmentally friendly zone. We aim to
continue on that road by improving insulation and installing
environmentally-sustainable heating; we aim to fit solar panels
to the roof to provide low level background heating. We aim to
become more sustainable with water usage in the garden by
using a water butt to collect rainwater from the clubhouse roof.

Jo Morrison
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Friendly (well, mostly!)
Competitions
Along with the Annual Tournament and the Social
Tennis days, we try and provide an environment for
competitive tennis too!
Spring Ladder
As many of you will know, there is a reinvigorated Spring singles ladder – to
nicely fill the gap before the summer
tournament - see the link below
https://app.tennisrungs.com/Ladders/
Rankings/40736697
The rules are fairly simple – you can
challenge people a few places above
you in the ladder and need to paly the
game within 10 days of the challenge
being accepted. If you don’t accept
the challenge you forfeit the game.
If you challenge somebody and win

14

you go one place above them in
the ladder. If you lose nothing bad
happens – so there is no downside in
challenging people!
Each match is best of 11 games,
tiebreak if 5-5, so easily played in an
hour…

Making this a vibrant part of the
club…
The success of the ladder is all down
to everybody actively challenging each
other – so how about this for some
simple personal targets?

a) Why not set yourself a target of
challenging somebody every fortnight?
b) Check your email – and If you get
challenged, just click the accept button
and offer a couple of dates within the
10-day period. Maybe one weekend
and one midweek evening?
If you don’t want to take part and find
yourself on the ladder, then please
cancel yourself off it – its very easy if
you follow the link above and will stop
you being bombarded by emails.
If you DO want to take part and are
not on there yet – please contact Karla
– I have been assured you can still join
in the fun!
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Annual
Tournament
14th September
Hold this date!
More details on this years annual
tournament will be issued soon,
but in the meantime, please hold
the 14th September in your diary.
This will be bigger and bolder than
ever and even if you are not taking
part personally, it’s a good day out,
with a bar and BBQ among the
attractions!

American Doubles Tournaments
These have proved really popular and we are pleased
to confirm that Ben had kindly agreed to run four more
tournaments this year – so get them in your diaries now!

American Doubles format works as follows:

• Saturday 13th April

• You play with a different partner each round.

• Saturday 1st June

The winners will be the man and woman who wins the most
number of games throughout the tournament. There will be
a small prize for winners.

• Saturday 17th August

• Each match is 20 minutes timed tennis.

Have a look out for further information nearer the time, or
contact Ben at benharold@hotmail.co.uk

• Saturday 2nd November
Each tournament will start at 11am and finish by 2pm.  Cost
of Entry will be £4 per player, with all monies raised going
directly to the Club.
Each tournament is restricted to 16 players – so book early!
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Interview with a member

A Cup of Tea with
Yen Lin…
One of the lovely things about the club is that
there isn’t a shortage of characters, so we
tracked down our own master of the dry oneliners in between boiler replacements…
Ian: So Yen Lin – Tell us a little bit about your family
background
Yen Lin: I was born in Kuala Lumper – my family had moved
there from China about 100 years previously – but I have been
here now (thinks very carefully…) about 50 years.

YEN LIN

I met my wife in the South Bank at a jazz concert and we now
have two children 14 and 17 years old!

Wow – what prompted you to join the club

KUALA LUMPER

About 9 years ago, I realised I was getting unfit.  I started
playing a bit of park tennis after a 20-year gap, as I wrongly
thought that joining a tennis club might be too expensive and
somehow the last step before the wooden box! Anyhow I
phoned Kirsty and was pleased with how reasonable the rates
were. As a beginner, it didn’t matter too much that the courts
were in bad shape at that time– it gave me an excuse and also
probably kept away the better, younger players!

I see – so what have been the main changes you have
noticed in the last 9 years!
Well – the obvious things are the wonderful courts and
floodlights, which have clearly attracted a younger and better
group of players – which is great. The bar is constantly being
raised which is good for all of us I think!

What’s the background behind that deceptively wicked
serve of yours?
I really hate doing double faults – I don’t want to let my partner
down or make life boring for the opposition, so I guess I’ve
adopted a safety-first approach!

16
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Tell me about your work – have you always been a
plumber?

On the day itself, my 103 votes were coming in Geoffrey
Boycott style – I every 5 minutes!

Mmm.. well I actually started out as a Maths and English
teacher, but fell out of love with teaching and – well
everybody will always need a plumber! As you might have
gathered, I am very keen on people thinking about their
pipes during cold weather…

So – other than family, tennis and plumbing, what
fills your time nowadays?

OK – I’m trying but failing to come up with a double
entendre response to that, so let’s move on. I seem
to remember you stood as an independent candidate
in last year’s general election – what prompted you
to do this and was it a good experience?
Well I feel uncomfortable with the idea of career politicians
and also really believe in the concept of living each day
as though it was your first – being constantly curious,
regardless of your age. Put these 2 things together and I
thought I’d see what it was like to stand for parliament!
It was a really interesting experience that gave me a big
sense of involvement in the whole process – I feel very glad
to be living in a country where you can do this – and I’d
encourage everybody to give it a go!

Well as you know I am a keen Fulham FC supporter and
season ticket holder – and have been for 42 years! The
play-off final last season at Wembley was an amazing
experience!

Thanks Yen Lin – I think it will be a while before the
mighty Dulwich Hamlet play your team, but one final
question that all our readers will want to know the
answer to – just how many cups of tea do you drink
every day?
Ah – well it sort of goes with the work – I guess on an
average day maybe 7 cups. A highlight is when I get one
made with real tea leaves!

So – Not sure that this cup is going to be highlight
then, but its been lovely to talk to you!
A pleasure Ian…
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Adult Member Survey 2018
All registered adult members of the club were invited to participate in an
online survey in September 2018.
Approximately one third of members responded, which is pretty good for
this type of survey - thanks for taking part!
So – what did you tell us?

Key Highlights

95%

80%

48%

55%

of members were overall
satisfied or very satisfied

mentioned Friendliness,
Informality & Grounds

were happy with the
availability for booking
courts.

of respondents
participated in the
club tournament

Feedback in more detail…

One day club competitions/tournaments

Adult social tennis

50% of respondents participated in these and over 90% of
those who participated were satisfied or very satisfied with
them.

93% of those attending were satisfied or very satisfied.  
However, a few comments were made on the need to
reinforce good etiquette and a small number of respondents
made suggestions on making changes to the format to
accommodate different levels of play – in particular,
splitting by ability in some way to “avoid more skilled
players abandoning social tennis” or ‘victory hunters
stalking the best players” – apparently “you know who you
are” – so come on - own up 😊

Coaching
67% of respondents participate in some tyupe of coaching
with 86% being satisfied or very satisfied.  Positive
comments were made about the coaches and a number
of respondents expressed the desire for more individual
coaching.

Tennis courts and bookings
97% were satisfied or very satisfied with the tennis courts,.
However, less than half (48%) were happy with the
availability of courts. Some commented they would play
more often if courts were free and several suggestions were
made for increasing court availability including keeping one
court available for general booking all year round at both
peak and off-peak times, shortening the club championship,
less block booking of courts for competitions, and more
discipline for cancellation of courts not required.
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Annual club championship
55% of respondents participated with about three
quarters of participants satisfied or very satisfied and one
quarter unsatisfied or slightly unsatisfied.  Many survey
respondents (both championship participants and non
participants) made suggestions for changes to the format.
The most common comments expressed the view that the
tournament took too long and had a negative impact on
availability for courts for booking.

Tennis Ladder
Approximately one third of respondents participated in
this, with two thirds of these being satisfied or very satisfied
with it. Comments were made about its lack of use with
suggestions and that another approach to regular singles
competition might work better.

Club teams
Approximately one third of respondents participated in
these with 86% being satisfied with or very satisfied with
these. Comments were made about the need for more
opportunity for people who would like to play to get to the
level needed.
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Social Programme

Grounds, security and access

Over 60% participated in the social programme with 95%
satisfaction levels. Comments and suggestions reinforced
how much social events are appreciated with requests
for more events and more use of the club bar for informal
socialising.

There was a 97% satisfaction level with the grounds, backed
up by many very positive and appreciative comments for
the high standard of the gardens and environment.

Table tennis
Fewer than 5% played regularly but it was suggested that
this would change if there were better heating and lighting
in the clubhouse.

Practice Wall

The satisfaction level with security and access
arrangements was also 97%.

Clubhouse
By contrast the satisfaction levels for the Clubhouse were
63% but comments acknowledged that it was work in
progress.

This was regularly used (more than once per month) by 42%
of respondents and occasionally used by a further 42%. A
few comments were made about the need to keep the area
clear.

Changing rooms and toilets

Immediate Actions

social tennis sessions and ensuring a flow of competitions,
whilst keeping enough space for those of us who enjoy
playing with family or other members is a real balancing act.
However, we will continue to try and re-calibrate based on
feedback!

Your feedback has been discussed at some
length at our committee meetings and he
following are some of the actions we are
following up on as a direct result…
Club Championship
This year’s championship format will be adjusted to try
and address your feedback, whilst keeping it an inclusive,
involving part of the summer calendar. At the time of going
to press, the details, as with Brexit, were still being debated,
but the aim will be that all round robin games will be a
maximum of one hour…

One-Day Tournaments
Four American tournaments are planned for 2019 – see
specific section in this newsletter

Over 70% of the women and 58% of the men were not
satisfied with the changing rooms & toilets.  Comments
noted that redeveloping the changing rooms was a priority
but that messiness was also a problem.

As an immediate action, we have decided to keep one
court free for booking during Friday evening social tennis
and will monitor the attendance on the currently popular
Wednesday night social tennis and Monday night team
practice sessions too. If these fall, then we may follow suit
on Wednesday too
Providing range of opportunities for different levels of
players:
We have reserved a court 12-1 on Saturdays after the
beginners drop-in coaching session, which is available for all
‘beginners’ to use

Changing Rooms

We are making this more seasonal, starting this Winter /
Spring and we will monitor usage. If you want to keep this
going – then please actively challenge people!!

Whilst the development of the changing facilities is an
ongoing and budget-dependent project, we have now taken
the immediate action of clearing them out! If we have
cleared out your clothes then please check with one of the
committee members!

Club teams

Development of club house

Ladder

We really want to make this more transparent and inclusive
– see the special section in this newsletter. If you play to a
reasonable standard and want to join in the fun, there may
be an opportunity for you if you contact Karla or one of the
Captains – but don’t wait to be asked!

Court Availability
This is always going to be a challenge – balancing our
community role, building a vibrant junior membership,
meeting our coaching needs, maintaining the informal

We have established a specific Development Committee
(Mark, Ian, Peter and Gary) and have already started work
– see separate section in this newsletter. If you have ideas
and want to help – please contact one of us.

Thanks again for your input – it was really
useful and we plan to make this a regular
survey!
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Matt’s Top Tips
Each newsletter we are going to ask our coaching team
for their personal top tip to improve our tennis!
This time we asked Matt Cowie who has had the challenging task of
trying to teach some very old dogs some slightly new tricks during the
Men’s over-55 team coaching sessions. The fact that we didn’t come
quite as far behind the second-to-last team in the Surrey league as the
previous is testament to his skill, humour and patience…
Anyhow Charlie asked him for his top tip and this is what he said…

Top Tip – the biggest
mistake on the serve
The most common error when serving is not getting the ball toss
correct. Make sure it is in front of you – it should land inside the court.
A ball toss behind you means you won’t be able to generate power. The
serve is the only shot in tennis where you place the ball where you want
before hitting, so get it right. If your toss isn’t perfect, don’t hit it!
We also found this video! Which reinforces Matt’s point!

About Matt
I’m a full-time tennis coach and have been coaching at North Dulwich
since 2015. Currently about to complete the LTA Level 4 Senior Club
Coach qualification, for which I was awarded a Surrey Coach Bursary
(awarded on merit to selected coaches working in Surrey). It’s my
belief that every coaching session should be different and fun, while
still providing technical, tactical, physical and mental instruction. I
teach all ages from 2 to 92 and love my job.

To book a lesson, call 07838251866 or email matt@
coachcowie.com
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Welcoming New
Members
We know that joining a new club – even a friendly one like North Dulwich - can be a little bit daunting and we
want to make sure that we make it as easy as possible for everybody – so we are proposing a few tweaks to
the way we approach this.
In a nutshell, as well as making sure that the new member information pack is refreshed, we are suggesting 2
new ideas:

Your North Dulwich ‘Buddy’

New Starters Get-Together

We would like to give each new starter a ‘buddy’ to help
them with any questions they have and help them get to
know other people at the club. This could involve:

We are also going to run an occasional evening social event for
recent new starters, to allow them to meet each other and the
coaching team, deal with any questions you may have, and then
adjourn to the bar for a drink or 2!

-

Having a friendly knock with them

-

Meeting them at a social session and introducing
them to other members

-

Making sure they know about the WhatsApp group,
are OK with the booking system etc

We would aim to try and match each new starter with a
‘buddy’ who was similar in age, gender, playing ability etc.
The first step is to create a pool of potential buddies – so If
you would like to help out here, please let Ian know at
ian@greenbankltd.com and he will add you to the list!

The first one is being planned for later this Spring – if you are a
newish starter, we will let you know when we finalise a date – it will
probably be timed to also allow you to take part in the evening’s
social tennis. An invite will be shortly sent to all new (or newish!)
starters – it will be great to see you there!

If you have any other thoughts as to how we
could make new members fully welcome,
then please let us know!
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New Starters
As you know, we like to use the newsletter to welcome recent
new starters – so here are the ones who rashly gave us their
pictures and inside track about themselves. If you see them
around, give them a friendly hi!

Mike Coop

Competing with Ambra on the Italian food front…
Why did I join the club?

Rediscovering an old passion
An interesting fact?

I cook a mean spaghetti puttanesca

David Frost

Watch out for his explosive serves..
Why did I join the club?

…Because i used to play as a kid, and now I’m grown
up, its time to see if i can hit those heady heights
again! My main problem with my game was always
over-powering everything, so I’m hoping self-control
is something you learn as you get older...
An interesting fact?

I designed the poster for Four Lions, and have the
bomb sitting on my desk. Not so fun fact: I have a
canvas from Banksy from 2001, but I graffitied over
it so it’s worth nothing (but has immense value in
other ways).
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Nigel Duncan

Nice mullet Nigel, shame about the lawn…
Why did I join the club?

Joined the club as it is within hobbling distance
An interesting fact?

Only claim to fame tennis-wise is that i once
accidentally poured red wine all over Maria Bueno

Hamish Mackenzie
Definitely not an Aussie….
Why did I join the club?

I joined because I was looking for a fun, friendly club
that offered a balance of decent regular tennis with
relaxed, inclusive atmosphere.
An interesting fact?

I spent several years of my childhood living on a boat!
I sailed with my family from my hometown in New
Zealand to the UK, and have been here for 15 years
now so not much of an accent left...

Helen & Harold Freeman
Our light sleeping, cat-loving new couple…
Why did I join the club?

We joined up because we live just over the railway
line and get woken up by coach Peter’s dulcet tones
8am Saturdays anyway, so we thought if you can’t beat
them join them!
An interesting fact?

Our cat Mia (also pictured) has been known to find her
way over the bridge and settle down on the clubhouse
sofa of an afternoon.
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Meet our members

An Interview with
Laura
Our reporter, Lucy tracked a very busy Laura
down and this is what she found out!
Laura - how long have you been playing tennis and how
did you first get into it?
About 10 years on and off. I was given my first racket at about
8 yrs old by a German relative and used to hit a ball at the side
of the house for years before my family decided to join a tennis
club when I was about 12 (probably to stop the irritating noise!)

LAURA

I can imagine…how long have you been a member at
NDTC, did you play anywhere else previously? How did
it compare if so?
I have been a member since 2012, in the 90s I played a
bit at Thorpe Bay Lawn tennis club in Southend. It was a
seaside setting, with 20 courts, so a little bigger, but it was
unfortunately not all that welcoming, very strict rules (all
whites etc). Pleased to say ND is quite the opposite!

BORIS BECKER

What do you like the most about NDTC? What’s your
highlight of being a member there etc?
NDLTC is a lovely, friendly club and made that way because
of it’s members. It is welcoming and not pretentious, and the
grounds are lovely.

I’ve heard on the NDLTC grapevine that you’ve got an
amazing serve - how did you get it so good? Any top tips
for improving serves?
Ha! It can be quite forceful, which doesn’t always equate to
being good! I have no idea where it came from really, I was
playing a doubles match when I was about 13 and I think I was
trying to copy Boris Becker (despite it looking nothing like BB’s
serve) and it all came together and I started doing a bit of acing,
it didn’t help improve my tennis though! I put it down to years
of incessantly throwing a ball about in the back garden, as well
as skimming stones down at the beach. A fast racket head speed
has been key for me, and being able to throw well.

Jack said to ask - how do you feel about being known as
tall Laura with the big serve?
There could be worse things said!
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What advice do you have for any girls getting into
tennis? What do you think are the main obstacles to
attracting more women to the game etc?

Who were your childhood tennis heros/heroines?
Or current ones!
Childhood - Steffi Graf and Stefan Edberg

This is a big one, as i stopped playing as a teenager, and it is
one of my biggest regrets.
I really missed out by stopping playing tennis, and would
advise any girl/teenager not to give up its a fun social sport,
and there is a huge sense of achievement as you improve.
Don’t give up something you love!
There were not all that many female role models, or
coaches at the club I was playing at, and I think that it is so
important, to see other girls/women playing/coaching.
The issues surrounding these obstacles are very broad but
generally speaking, if the women’s game (and women’s sport
as a whole) were to be on an equal footing with the mens,
in terms of media coverage and prestige, this might start
to overcome some of the issues of attracting women to the
game.

Current - Kvitova, Van Uytvanck,  Federer, Monfils

Aside from tennis, what do you like to spend your
time doing?
Love cycling, going to gigs, bit of theatre, travelling and
wildlife

What tennis player would you most like to go out for
dinner with?
Younes El Aynaoui

Thanks Laura – I’ve just
asked him and this was
his response…
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Defibrillator Update
This info could save
someone’s life!
The tennis club recently purchased an Automated External
Defibrillator (AED), which is situated in a special cabinet in the
clubhouse (next to the safe). This is to be used in conjunction
with performing Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) if
someone has a cardiac arrest while at the tennis club.
Now we may all have seen these on TV, but it doesn’t mean
we are experts, so here are some answers to questions that
members have asked….
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What is a Cardiac Arrest?

What is an AED?

A cardiac arrest occurs when a person
collapses unconscious (i.e. they are
unresponsive) and they show no
signs of life (they are not breathing
normally). About 60,000 people suffer
a cardiac arrest out of hospital each
year in the UK.

The AED delivers a high energy
electric shock to a person in cardiac
arrest to try and restore the
hearts normal rhythm. The AED
automatically analyses the victims
heart rhythm and will only deliver a
shock if it is required.

What is CPR?

Can anyone use an AED?

The most important skills are chest
compressions to pump blood around
the body, and rescue breaths to
provide oxygen. Rescue breaths are
also known as the ‘kiss of life’. CPR
by itself will not restart the heart,
but it ‘buys time’ for the ambulance
service to reach the scene. Effective
CPR more than doubles the chance
of someone surviving a cardiac arrest
and if an AED is available and used
it increases the chance of survival
further. If you haven’t had training
in CPR don’t worry - when you call
999 the ambulance service will
provide instructions on CPR until the
ambulance arrives.

The answer is a big YES. AEDs have
been used by untrained people to
save life. When you turn the AED on
it will provide you with clear spoken
instructions and visual prompts to
guide you through using it.

Are AEDs safe to use?
Again - YES. They are safe to use
and will not allow a shock to be given
unless it is needed. They present
minimal risk to the rescuer; just listen
to the instructions it gives and follow
them. The main safety point is that no
one should be touching the patient
when you deliver the shock.
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What actions should I take if
someone collapses?
Follow these simple
instructions :

if you have any doubt whether someone is breathing normally or not,
assume it is it NOT normal: call 999 immediately and start CPR.
We hope that no-one will ever have to use the AED, but it’s there just
in case. If you have any further questions, please speak to Ben Harold
(Committee Member).
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Club Restoration Update
Big strides since the last newsletter! Thanks
to Peter’s leadership, the promised roof
emerged from the autumn mists in all its green
glory and has helped ensure that we don’t
need to weather-proof the table tennis table
just yet…
So what next for the club house?

Whilst it’s going to be a major long-term project, we have
the beginnings of a plan which involves:
a) Working with our own architect, James Bell, to get
some drawings together which we can then cost
b) Developing a proposal document (North Dulwich 2020)
which we can use as the basis for funding bids

Well - we have divided the work up into 2 main phases:

c) Beginning a pro-active funding drive with possible
bodies (Sports England, LTA etc)

The core clubhouse

How can you help?

(from the bar to the entrance to the kitchen)
We are hoping to be able to be able to restore the main
clubhouse – in particular to insulate it so it is usable during
cold weather - leveraging ongoing club membership funds,
so we could make some headway on this phase in 2019. We
will also look at other fund-raising initiatives to allow us to
accelerate this work.

The annex
(coaches’ storage, kitchen, toilets and
changing rooms)
The plan at the moment is to demolish this annex completely
and rebuild it. As anybody who has done work like this
recently will know, this is not a quick or inexpensive task and
will require significant external funding.  

Given that all the committee have day jobs as well, we would
really appreciate any help you can give us on this. We are
considering therefore putting together separate two fundraising groups to generate and see through these initiatives
1. For the core clubhouse: Maybe raising funds from local
business sponsorship or running revenue-generating
club activities?
2. The annex re-build: This is a longer-term project and will
require building relationships with funding bodies,
building a persuasive case for funding and identifying key
individuals in the Tennis world who could support us.
If you would like to get involved in either group,
please contact
Mark Rusher
			
markrusher99@gmail.com or
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Ian Hirst
ian@greenbankltd.com
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NDLTC Bug Hotel
The environmentalists among you will have noticed that Gary has been hard at work building
our very own beautiful Bug Hotel! It stands proudly beside Court 4 and not only looks great –
it’s an architectural wonder- but most importantly –it’s a real boost to the environment.

A bug hotel attracts a
range of insects and
small mammals and
provides a safe haven
for them to live in.

A bug hotel attracts a range of insects
and small mammals and provides a
safe haven for them to live in. They’ll
repay us by helping to control pests
and pollinating our lovely plants. With
so many insecticides and pollutants in
the air they need all the help we can
give.
The first jewel like anemone appeared
the other day by the clubhouse and
we’re getting quite excited (small
things!) about the bed beside Court 1
which was real picture last spring with
a wonderful display of anemones &
primroses – we can look forward to
even more colourful grounds thanks
to all the hard work by Gary and his
helpers.

Building a bug hotel is a great way to
recycle old plant pots, bits of guttering,
and broken tiles. Who needs Mindfulness
when watching the residents and the
buzzing of insects will provide hours of
soothing relaxation and repay you for
your hard work. We’ve spotted resident
woodlice, beetles and spiders in ours. If
you have a cool spot at the bottom of the
garden or on the balcony why not build
your own and make a difference to the
environment?
The second branch of NDLTC Bug Hotel is
already under construction - Gary would
be pleased to hear from you if you want to
help or fancy yourself as an architect. Eat
your heart out Norman Foster!
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Your questions
answered!
So – we asked you for the questions about the club that you
had long-sought the answers to – and that your tenacious
editorial team would do our best to answer them. And this is
what you asked us…

Q1 (Steve French): What’s the policy on
tennis balls for social tennis? Is there a set
annual budget?
A1: Well Stevie F – that’s strictly 2 questions, but as its
you…and having liaised with the guru of all things ballrelated at the club – our own conveniently named Keith
‘Bally’ Ball, I can confirm the following…
New tennis balls are currently provided for Sunday morning
social tennis, which as you all know starts at 9am. Keith is
there bright and early (well early at least…) most Sundays
between 8am and 8.30am to top up the balls in the safe
and then stay for a pre-social doubles. Although we can
absolutely reassure everybody that we almost never use the
new balls until the North Dulwich station clock has chimed
9am.
If Keith is away, then the Sunday morning ceremonial duties
get passed to one of his junior apprentices – eg yours truly…
If for some reason the system collapses, then you can sign
out balls from the black ball box on Sunday morning
After Sunday social, the balls that haven’t been hit on the
railway line, over the wall to JAGS or into Jack Galloway’s
back garden are lovingly placed on top of the big safe
Wednesday and Friday social players should re-use these
balls, unless the weather has destroyed them, in which case
you can ask Jack for the balls back or sign some new ones
out.
Re budget – there is no set budget and Keith negotiates
hard with his supplier to keep our costs down, but we
typically spend between £1,000 and £1,200 per year
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Q4: (Allan) I love the newsletter - keep up the
good work. I wondered as a trivia question if you
could confirm the year the club opened. After a
conversation with Gary it seems this was pre-war
and perhaps even 19th century. Does somebody
know?
A4: Thank you very much for your kind words Allan, I hope this edition
maintains the standard you have come to expect!
With regard to your question, it is a really fascinating subject, almost
worthy of a Dan Brown novel – and hopefully exciting news will follow
shortly! Bear with us and maybe we will have a special section in the
next newsletter

Q5: (Chris Campbell) Are there any on court crimes
that would (or should) lead to immediate and
summary termination of membership?

Q2 (Maish) What’s the world fastest men’s
and women’s serving speed and what are
the fastest records at NDLTC?
A2: Well Maish, again two questions…1 easy and 1 hard.
With a bit of Googling, I can confirm that the fastest WTA
approved serves are John Isner (below, 157.2 mph) and
Sabine Lisicki (131 mph). With regard to our own records,
these are more difficult to track down and at time of going
to press we have not found the right scrap of paper that was
used at the last Open Day to record the results on.
I suspect that Laura will be up there with them though and if
only we had the right equipment, I am sure Sabine would be
worried….
More interesting and given our own friendly culture, it got
me wondering who has the slowest serve in the club….I am
sure that Yen Lin’s wicked un-returnable spinning first serve  
would be battling for that honour…but there are few other
contenders too….

A5: What an interesting and frankly rather disturbing question, Chris. I
hope you are not worried that your own misdemeanours might get used
against you, I’ll have to do some digging around. My personal vote goes
for anybody hitting you in the eye with a tennis ball when they are losing
– you know who you are Maish - but forgive and forget I always say….

Q6: (Nigel Duncan) What is the story behind all the
clothes abandoned in the gents changing rooms?
What happened to all the respective owners? Please
solve this enigmatic “Marie Celeste” mystery for me
A6: A great question Nigel – in fact one that was raised only this month
at the committee meeting – it was up there as one of the top debates
that evening – and let me tell you, there was fierce competition…
Anyhow some of the clothes there are well past their sell by date – and
they can’t all belong to Jack Davies - so I believe that Mark and I think
Kirsty have bravely volunteered to clear the changing rooms out and
defumigate them afterwards.  Obviously we know though where any
discarded, dubious taste, fancy dress items should go back to eh Nige…?

Q3: (From ‘Dino’) Can I bring my goat to
social tennis, she would be quite happy on
the grass by the pavilion. Ps she adores
unicorns too, does the club have any?
A3: Yes Dino, our inclusive policy means that both goats
and unicorns, indeed all creatures mythical or otherwise,
are very welcome at the club as long as you clean up after
them and they don’t eat the balls or junior members.
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